
An unexpected outcome, what might be
missing from your 2017 strategy?

2016 proved a year for the unexpected. In areas as different as sport and politics (although the
wisdom is they shouldn't be mixed, some stories of last year saw them hand in hand though)
results against the norm or perceived outcomes came from everywhere.

It was a similar situation when looking at the Assurity Consulting blog output for 2016. With 100's
of posts and 20 different contributors in recent years, it has covered a wide range of topics and
opinions, as well as reflecting issues of the time.

Food safety has been the most covered topic, beating health and safety, environment, Legionella
and asbestos. With the sentencing guidelines introduced, high profile prosecutions, as well as
the growth of wellbeing and social value, there was a lot to complete with, but equally in looking
back there were a lot of issues around food too - as well as also being covered in the sentencing
guidelines of course.

Here’s a review of some of the key issues we covered. Which of these issues will continue this
year?

1. Food for thought?

Food blogs catered for everything from possible changes in enforcement to, pest control,
allergens, E.coli and food safety management. Click on the links below to review and update
your knowledge.

16th Feb 2016 – Is Pseudomonas safe to drink?

26th Feb 2016 – The changing face of food safety

25th May 2016 – Managing allergens

12th December 2016 – The consequence of poor pest control

16th December 2016 - Keep E.coli at bay

Continues…
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2. Healthy, wealthy and wise?

Health and safety was dominated by the new sentencing guidelines and the growing promotion
of wellbeing, our blogs covered both.

2nd February 2016 – Did the Health and Safety sentencing guidelines come early?

2nd March – A new strategy for – Helping Britain Work Well!!

26th August 2016 – Welcome news for wellbeing

15th November 2016 – Are your company directors aware of the trends?

3. Sustaining the environment?

Environmental sustainability has been joined by wellbeing and social value as issues, but did
waste get a little less hazardous?

6th April 2016 – Update on changes to Hazardous Waste Regulations

25th July 2016 – Is climate change still on the agenda?

12th October 2016 – A decade in the sun – The BIFM Sustainability in FM survey 2016

4. Legionella lessons

High profile cases and new species came to light in 2016, but
what are the lessons to be learned?

31st May 2016 – Corporate Manslaughter charges
over Legionnaires’ disease outbreak

4th November 2016 – Even Legionella is going green
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5. Asbestos awareness

Despite the 12 years since regulation 4 came into force, our experience indicates there is still a
lot to be done.

5th April 2016 - Are you controlling the risks from your asbestos materials?

23rd September 2016 – Is your asbestos survey up to date?

Assurity Consulting are leading experts in workplace health, safety and environmental
compliance. As an independent organisation, we can give you completely unbiased advice and
support with any of the above areas. For more information on the services we provide, please
contact us on tel. +44 (0)1403 269375, email us, or visit our website.
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